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About This Game

Contract is a side-scrolling shooter in which you must shoot, hack and massacre your way past armed guards, security systems
and other challenges in order to reach your targets. You play as a man, blackmailed into the art of assassination by the

kidnappers of his brother.

In order to get to your targets you must fight your way through mountains of private security and hungry dogs, find security
pannels to hack locked doors and make your way to your unwitting targets. Upgrade your gear with the money you gain from

your contracts to ensure you always stay on top of the increasingly difficult tasks as you progress through the game.

Main Features

Shoot your way through different types of enemies

Unravel the truth about the kidnapping of your brother through 20 missions
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Gain the upper hand over your enemies by upgrading your weaponry as well as your clothing

Hack security pannels in order to open locked doors powered by security grids

Skip through the story by mashing ENTER
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pretty good game (not because there r boobs), i like the gameplay, the system and the graphics r good :) i recommend 8\/10. One
of the best Total War games in my opinion and still competes with newer total war and RTS titles today.

+ Huge variety of historical units and regiments, like the Old Guard or the Blackwatch.
+ Awesome Combat
+ Great balance overall between units and unit types, Cavalry can kill light infantry easily, but line infantry kills cavalry and so
on.
+ Alot of Nations to pick from, who all bring different units and "focuses" to the table (for example: Russia has very good
melee stats)
+ The maps are very big and dont feel too clumbed up like in newer titles.
+ Most Maps provide a variety of strategy you can use
+ Siege Battles feel great and pretty balanced, which is hard to do

- Minor Nations (Like the Dutch or Denmark) dont have alot of unit variety and their units are practically worse than the units
of big nations in every department
- Some maps encourage camping due to 2-3 choke points that have to be pushed through
- Artillery has infinite ammo
- Most Players dont allow Artillery which leads to constant camping/skirmishing fights

Overall, I highly recommend you buy the game (especially when it is on discount). It is one of the best Total War titles out there
and definitly worth your money.. A very nice game, i always enjoy fighting the Spanish at sea and the French in europe. I highly
reccomend this to everybody who loves history and the grand Napoleonic wars!. "Perfect games don't exi..". The level design in
this game is almost diabolical

In foxyLand you're tasked to save you're beloved who was foxnapped. You have one heck of a trek to undertake to get
significant one back. This game follows the let's do it retro-style and I feel like it was successful. The colrs are bright and the
music isn't bad. I mean, you won't wanna buy the soundtrack but trust me, its better than some other pieces that I've heard.
There is the traditional 3 stars grading system which is calculated by the number of cherries in your possession when you finish
the level. However, in a bit of a twist the cherries also serve as currency; giving you incentive to actually care. You'll need
cherries to skip difficult levels, gamble in multiplayer AND purchase outfits for your hero. I joined for the premise and stayed
for the fashion show. Its the little things.

I only have one issue and a couple of gripes. The level design mixed with the jumping. The levels will eventually require you to
make some VERY TIGHT jumps while asking for pin-point precision placement and the protaganists jumps are looser than a
discount prostitute so when you add these things together it equals infant face punching. Just gotta git gud, I guess. Gripe one:
While I apreciate the incentive for cherries I wish there was an incentive, other than achievements, for three stars. Palette color
swaps, animal swaps, or something, I dunno. Gripe Gripe two: When you hit the last level you find your beloved and you get a
Donkey Kong 1981-esque ending. You don't confront foxnapper...exsqueeze me? I WANTED TO BOP THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN' BIRD! I guess I'll have to pretend that he died of pneumonia.

I like the game but is it worth 2.99? Yeah, it is. An online option(which I didn't try, sorry not my thing) 20 stages that should
make use of your vocabulary, and a clothing option offering replay value. It may have the "mark" of a mobile game but there
are sprinkled bits of flavor that should be noticed and appreciated.. Boriskarloff pretty much nailed it on the head. No save
feature so you have to beat the game in one playthrough without dying. 1\/10
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I never tried it.. To anyone considering buying this, its been confirmed its switching to unreal engine 4.

http:\/\/mintagestudios.net\/forum\/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=9

I would recommend buying a copy of this now before the price goes up as it likely will when the engine changes. Whats there
now is ok, kind of fun arcade game. This could well turn into a great game of which its genre is seriously lacking in choices,
arcade style rpg with coop the closest good game like that i know of is alien swarm for free here on steam.. Purchased on spec
since I have a strong like for all things Tower Defence (and it was quite cheap).

Two hours in and I have no regrets. It took me a couple of goes to work it out and I am enjoying the experience. The cursor
weapon is an interesting change.

A few small bugs, but no gamebreakers - Developer response was immediate and effective!!. Very nice, but note it doesn't
include "Kirihirake! Roleplay\u2606Star Girl" or "never GIVE up" in the soundtrack. The tracks in the OST also don't come
with meaningful metadata, and the 'PC Theme' doesn't come with a .desktop file.. This game is terrible and amazing at the same
time. Think Mario Kart, but with mostly real people, on tracks inspired by real race tracks and you've got an inkling of what this
game is like. There are, of course, some of the same basic power ups that will help you or hurt your opponents. Characters do all
sorts of silly things, especially when you win a series. You can customize a little bit of your car. Really, it's a wonderful game,
but for some reason it makes you think it's terrible while you're having so much fun. I just can't explain it.. Brawlhalla is trash.
Good Point and Click, you should play the previous games before this one or you'll miss most of the story and references.. This
is worth the money 100%, its the best game ever!
You better buy this for only 1$ Its so frecking cheap!
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